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Overview
Demands of increasingly multifaceted market 
scenarios force businesses to act quickly and 
reinvent themselves to meet and exceed their 
customers’ expectations. Innovative business 
models and sophisticated high-performance 
technology have become the key to sustainable 
competitive advantage and profitability.

Sapphirus’s expertise and commitment helps 
clients develop new business models, networks 
and partnerships. Sapphirus has the expertise, skills 
and resources to deliver integrated end-to-end IT 
enabled business transformation services that 
help  define, measure, and manage current 
business requirements while preparing  for the 
future challenges.

“Sapphirus’s collective approach and best 
practices guarantee real business results every 
time you partner with us, ensuring a superior level 
of  confidence and trust .  We bui ld strong 
relationships with our clients helping them make 
informed business decisions, minimize the risks 
they take and efficiently identify and implement 
solutions that meet their strategic objectives” 

About Sapphirus
Sapphirus is a leading global IT services company, working with clients in the areas that 
impact and redefine the core of their businesses. Sapphirus focuses on offshore 
outsourcing, underlined by innovation and value creation. Sapphirus offers an  integrated 
portfolio of services including end-to-end application outsourcing, remote infrastructure 
management, quality,  testing,  and  consulting  services.

Founded in 2011, Sapphirus has been serving small, medium, and Fortune 500 clients 
across the globe. We utilize industry best practices  and processes to ensure  we work in  a 
highly process-oriented environment  to meet and exceed the expectations  of our  
customers.
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Why Sapphirus?
Competitive Edge

Sapphirus helps enterprises across the value chain with our benefits-driven and 
integrated approach that delivers sustainable results . We not only advise you, we also 
work to bring about  change , implement solutions , and then validate  those  solutions  are  
the  most  effective  for  your  business.

Global Talent

Our worldwide pool of resources - onsite, offshore, offsite - allows rapid engagement 
scalability from analysis to implementation. Our high caliber consultants’ expertise and 
international experience enable us to meet your global business  needs.

Commitment to Best Practices and Proven Methodologies

Our methodologies incorporate Sapphirus’s best practices and are set for uniformed 
processes and deliveries. With a framework that ensures alignment to strategic 
objectives, our holistic approach  addresses the key  dimensions of people, process, and 
technology.

How Sapphirus Helps?
Sapphirus works to understand and address 
organization’s unique transformation need. 
We work in a translucent consultation  with our 
clients to define  business goals, devise  
strategies, decide on a course of action, 
develop a solution, deploy it across the 
organization, and deliver improved business 
results. Our integrated consulting and IT 
services capabilities bring continuity and 
consistency strategic programs insight.

Our value proposition to high tech companies 
and independent software vendors (ISVs) is 
not  just  sustaining,  but  enhancing a 
competitive advantage. Sapphirus's Global 
Development centre GDC and consultants not 
only provides expert IT services, but goes 
beyond product engineering, engaging you in 
the unique all dimensions partnership model, 
which takes a 360-degree view of software 
applications, products and business. We 
support all dimensions of  core value-creating 
activities, and we  work to increase revenues 
and control costs for technology companies.

www.sapphirus.in



Sapphirus provides a full 
portfolio of Enterprise 
Application Services – 
designing, building, 
deploying and managing 
applications, with a strong 
focus on quality. We 
leverage our Global 
Development Center (GDC) 
to provide cost effective 
and value added services 
to our clients. Coupled with 
the best practices in the 
industry, Sapphirus’s 
Enterprise Application 
Services can accelerate 
time-to-market, increase 
ROI and increase business 
competitiveness in today’s  
evolving  marketplaces. 
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Estimation

Risk Mitigation

Change Management

Requirements
Assurance

Application Develpoment

Change Request
Management

Architecture Definition &
Assessment

APPLICATION
MANAGEMENT

SERVICES

• Requirement Assurance
• Application Definition
• POC / Pilot
• Application Design
• Implementation
• Application Testing
• Build / Rollout
• Application Support

Application Re-Engineering
& Migration

Application Maintenance
& Support
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Sapphirus provides a full portfolio of Enterprise Application Services - designing, buildiang, 
deploying and managing applications, with a strong focus on quality. We leverage our GDC to 
provide cost effective and value added services to our clients. Coupled with the best practices in 
the industry, Sapphirus’s Enterprise Application Services can accelerate time-to-market, increase 
ROI and increase business  competitiveness in today’s evolving marketplaces. Our service  
offerings  include:

Application Management Services



Outsource Product Development (OPD) Services
Sapphirus is a leading provider of Outsourced Product Development (OPD) Services. Committed 
to driving continuous innovation, Sapphirus brings distinct value with its end-to-end product 
development lifecycle solution. Our OPD offerings are customized to help our independent 
software vendors build complex, sophisticated commercial software products. Our proven  
approach includes  the complete  cycle  of  product development engineering.

Our spectrum of flexible and comprehensive 
services are based on vast testing expertise, 
industry best practices, and well defined global 
delivery model. All our services are underpinned 
by leading test tools, proven automated 
processes and assets that are utilized to reduce 
testing cycle times  and  maximize  quality.

Sapphirus’s core testing services help our  
customers analyze their existing testing  
p r o c e s s e s   a n d  h e l p  t h e m  p l a n  t h e 
implementation of industry best practices in 
software testing. This helps them to significantly 
improve their testing  processes.

As part of test process consulting, we provide 
consultation in building test strategies and test 
plans to optimize the current testing process, 
perform gap analysis, and help our customers by 
recommending the areas of improvement and 
providing a roadmap for implementation.

www.sapphirus.in

Quality Assurance (QA) & Testing Services



• Transform your organization to future ready mobile enterprise

• Transform smart phones to pocket offices

• Increase your employee productivity

• Improve your customer satisfaction

www.sapphirus.in

Enterprise Mobility

Services

Sapphirus enterprise mobility services enables organizations transform from traditional 
organizations to extend their boundaries through mobile enablement. Sapphirus mobility services 
transforms your organization to a pocket office enabling your employees to engage with 
customers without any physical boundaries and within the organizations physical/logical security 
boundaries. Our services enable organizations to increase employee productivity, increase the 
revenue, ROI, and customer  satisfaction.

Our  wide technology experience with mobile enterprise platforms, cross development tools like 
IBM Worklight, Xamarin,  ERP applications, custom application development and integration 
services helps organization to extend your mobile boundaries  to  cross  mobile  platforms.

Sapphirus Enterprise Mobility Services include:

• Mobile consulting

• Mobile  application  development

• Mobile  integration  services



Mobile Consulting
Sapphirus mobile consulting services helps organizations to define the mobility strategy, 
risk assessment, governace, technical and business  assessment, and identification.

Today, with the world going mobile, it is 
important to revolutionize our way of 
c o n d u c t i n g  b u s i n e s s  o p e r a t i o n s . 
Sapphirus mobile development services 
will help you to achieve your business 
goals. We combine technology and tools, 
process and integration to provide 
innovative solutions and value to your 
business.

Sapphirus provides wide  spectrum of 
services from conceptualization to roll-
out, maintenance and support, mobile 
test ing including secur i ty  test ing, 
performance testing. Sapphirus provides 
mobile development services in industry 
leading mobile platforms like iOS(iPhone, 
iPad), Android, Blackberry and Windows 
Mobile. Our mobile development  services  
includes:

• iPhone and iPad development
• Android development
• Blackberry  development
• Windows  mobile  development

www.sapphirus.in

Mobile Application Development

Sapphirus provides native application development, hybrid mobile application development, 
mobile web porting and enablement. Sapphirus has certified resources in various mobile 
technologies including Android and iOS. Sapphirus has expertise  in wide technology  spectrum  
which includes iOS SDK,  Xcode, Android SDK, Eclipse, PhoneGap, Sencha, Titanium, jQuery Mobile, 
VS Express and WinDev.

Sapphirus has mobile center of excellence that focuses on current trends, mobile technology 
leaders and innovation of new technologies. Sapphirus  adapts  to technology  challenges  
quickly  and  provide  advisory  consulting  to  our  customers.



Chatbot is a natural language 
interface, with text and voice, that 
helps to identify the most likely “ best” 
response in an interaction.

Chatbot interactions are easy and 
fast.

Chatbots help small businesses 
improve customer services, cost 
reduction and automate redundant 
tasks.

Chatbots automated response allows 
your business to handle multiple 
customers.

As a result, Chatbots, a popular 
customer contact solution for 
millennials.

Chatbots help in finding a products or 
Services, Keep customers engaged, 
are the future customer service.

www.sapphirus.in

Chatbot

Services

Conversational Commerce Chatbot
Sapphirus can  enable your existing e-commerce shop to conversational commerce with the 
chatbot services. Sapphirus offers Chatbot  services  for  e-commerce,  custom  e-commerce/e-
business platforms.

Sapphirus  offers  Chatbot  for  Facebook Messenger  to sell your  products  on Facebook, simple  
and  easy.

Facebook Messenger  Chatbot

Chatbot Platforms
Sapphirus builds  Chatbot  services  using Facebook Platform, BotKit, FlowXO, Watsan, Smooch,  
and ChatFuel.

E-Commerce Platforms
Magento, OSCommerce, Big commerce,  Shopify,  and custom e-commerce.



Startups struggle to get the right skills for the right price at the right time. Many 
challenges startup  companies faces include ability to pay industry level 
salaries, ability to convince about the viability and long term prospects, quality 
environment  and other  typical employee expectations.

www.sapphirus.in

Startup

Services

These are the technology challenges we solve for you at 
Sapphirus. We work just like your internal team; with a 
strong focus on delivering  quality  solutions at no 
upfront cost.

Only the costs we need to pay to the third-party 
providers are charged. These typically include domain 
registration, website hosting,  server  space  etc.

Sapphirus assesses the viability of your business idea 
and will pitch for an equity stake in your business. Once 
we agree , we can immediately  start  working  on  the  
project.

We follow agile development methodology,  which 
helps reduce time to market and the prototypes, and 
working models can be quickly shown to the VCs/ 
Customers.

As we have been working on outsourced product 
d e v e l o p m e n t ,  w e  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  r i g o r o u s 
development cycles and long- term roadmap for the 
product. This means that you have a committed long-
term partner who will address all the technology 
related challenges  as  you  grow  your  business.

We have a strong team of 100+ developers well-versed 
with latest technologies, ready to be deployed. This 
provides a lot of flexibility  in terms  of  work  allocation  
and  addressing  any  dependencies  with  in  a  multi-
technology  platform.

Ÿ Considerable delay in product / site 
release

Ÿ Unprofessional design and defects

Ÿ Usability issues

Ÿ Delivery delays

Ÿ Unable to identify and implement 
changes on time

Ÿ Stable and dependable maintenance 

and support after the launch 

Ÿ Confidentiality issues

This results in the following challenges:

While  everyone talks  about the problem, very  few people  provide a viable  solution. 

Sapphirus - Your Ideal Technology Partner



Leveraging our years of experience in analytics, Sapphirus helps customers 

derive the hidden value from their data. Our approach to solutions happens in 

five stages.

www.sapphirus.in

Data Analytics

Services

Benefits of using Data Analytics

Ÿ Go  where  the  data  takes  you – 
without boundaries. 

Ÿ Add  analytics  and  modeling  to  your  
BI toolkit

Ÿ Get information on the  go using mobile 
interface

Ÿ Share the story of your data through 
Microsoft Office integration 

Ÿ See  what  you’ve  been  missing

Ÿ Choose a BI implementation  that  fits

Key Features of Our Services

Ÿ Visual data exploration using auto-
charting capabilities and  parameter  
level  explanations

Ÿ Self-service,  easy analytics using 
drillable data hierarchy  and in-memory  
analysis

Ÿ Robust report design, creation  and  
viewing

Ÿ Mobile business  intelligence

Ÿ Collaboration through ease of using and 
sharing through MS Office integration

Ÿ Flexible  deployment  including  cloud 
installation
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Companies are waking up to the massive opportunities offered by data analytics. Before getting into the 
analytics and monetization of data, companies struggle to build an appropriate business case for data 
analytics to get senior management approval. It is estimated that the volume of data in the world doubles 
every two years. It is estimated that we will have about 180 Zeta bytes of data by 2015. This massive amount of 
data when collated, archived and analyzed can lead to new business insights. The scope of possibilities covers 
many industries including retail, manufacturing, agriculture, healthcare, insurance, banking, finance,  
pharmaceuticals,  education  and  many  more.

Leveraging our years of experience in analytics, Sapphirus helps customers derive the hidden value from their 
data. Our approach to solutions happens  in five  stages.

Sapphirus starts the engagement with a consultative approach to establish the data availability, 
characteristics and valuation. Based on the assessment, we  then set up the big data ecosystem to collect, 
collate and archive data. This is followed by visualization services which bring new life and insights from the 
existing organizational MIS. We then move further onto the advanced analytics to provide diagnostic, 
predictive and prescriptive  analytics. This step-by-step approach helps our clients to realize  a  well-defined  
and  ever increasing  value  proposition  and  realization  at  every  step.
 
Thus, Sapphirus helps customers to focus on the four critical domains of big data and analytics

Data               Technology               People               Process

Industry Insight – Analytics in Utility Management

We are working with a utility provider who monitors more 
than 3000 units of equipment dispersed across a 
large geography. We are enabling the data 
collection and geo-location of  equipment, which 
further helps the monitoring and tracking of 
equipment performance and productivity.

Our Service Portfolio

Ÿ Data advisory services

Ÿ Data ecosystem services 

Ÿ Visualization services 

Ÿ Advanced data analytics

Data Advisory Services

Ÿ Help the client build a business case 
through case studies, white papers etc.

Ÿ Data valuation services to establish the 
monetization possibilities

Ÿ Study the existing data and data 
collection processes and mechanisms

Ÿ Identifying data leaks and data not 
being captured

Ÿ Come up with a roadmap and overall 
approach suitable to the business

Data EcoSystem Services

Ÿ Create an ecosystem through 
installation, collection and data 
aggregation

Ÿ Build the infrastructure for storing Big 
Data

Ÿ Data collection and collation from 
multiple sources like sensors, software 
and hardware interfaces

Ÿ Assess and address the data warehouse 
requirements based on volume, velocity, 
Variety and veracity 

Ÿ ETL services

Big Data Analytics

Big Data analytics derive actionable insights by processing 
large volumes of data. This can help businesses to become 
more efficient while creating additional revenue streams.

Our Big Data analytics services have been built on a strong 
foundation supported by: 
Ÿ Technology labs for product evaluation and capability 

comparison,
Ÿ Domain specific algorithms and solutions,
Ÿ Data aggregation methods to accelerate solution 

development and deployment, and
Ÿ Partnerships and alliances with best tool providers.

Visualization Services

Ÿ Providing new insights using existing MIS through 
visualization

Ÿ Forecasting and trend analysis
Ÿ Use various visualization tools for better understanding 

and interpretation of the analytics
Ÿ Using advanced tools like Tableau, Qlikview and SAS VA

Data visualization enables to discover business insight from 
the data. We enable self-service by analyzing the business 
information needs of the users across the hierarchy. We 
provide customized dashboards, data discovery and 
integrated mobility solutions we help you get more value 
from your data. Leveraging our years of experience we have 
developed best practices and methodologies which can 
reduce the time of implementation and value delivery.



The ever-changing information 
technologies relentlessly bring 
new opportunities for 
businesses to streamline 
operations, improve inter-
business interactions, optimize 
costs and gain critical 
competitive advantages. In the 
knowledge-intensive economy 
of today, web sites become 
integrated “anytime-anywhere 
access” platforms for 
information delivery, 
communication, collaboration 
and automated business 
processes through 
interconnected applications 
and  web  services.
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Creative Web Design

Services

Sapphirus designs professional websites that produces modern results. We have a large pool of resources 
and the required business  and technical expertise to develop websites of any complexity and technique. 
We provide complete front-end and back-end development based on the latest technologies  and industry 
trends.

• Professional website design
• Redesign of existing websites
• Flash web design
• E-commerce / Shopping web design
• Corporate  and small business website design
• XHTML Conversion

Web Design Services

According to market strategists  who have researched  internet marketing, and 
branding  realized 75% of the branding is established through a solid and unique  
web presence for any business  in  today's  world.

Web Development Services
Sapphirus development  team has the technical expertise  to  work  with  both  commercial and open-
source technologies.

We offer expert web design and programming services for various client’s needs. Depending on 
client specific requirements, Sapphirus development team is capable to develop a customized 
Microsoft, Java and LAMP-based solution from considerably small website to complex 
internet application. We leverage the time and cost saving advantages of 
open- source technologies to deliver full-featured, scalable  and 
expensive  web  solutions.
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Sapphirus offers a wide range of professional graphic design services including logo design, corporate 
identity development, multimedia and flash presentations. All our offerings are a combination of creativity 
and technology. Our detailed services in this  area includes:

Graphic Design / Multimedia / Logo Design Services

The concept of wire framing is about a draft visual prototype used in interface design to sketch out the 
architecture of a website and the relationships between its pages. Sapphirus  is proud to showcase our 
capacity to perform  niche wire framing services. Our experts create a perfect experience by defining key 
elements within the page through wire framing services. Our Services include:

Ÿ Site wireframes
Ÿ Interactive wireframes

Wire Framing Services

Ÿ Social networking and community portals 
Ÿ Job portals 
Ÿ Intranet portals 
Ÿ E-commerce portals 
Ÿ E- learning portals

Ÿ Knowledge management portals
Ÿ Blogging /forums development
Ÿ Customized web applications (Web 2.0)
Ÿ Web services
Ÿ Audio / video streaming services

Ÿ Shopping carts 
Ÿ Product catalog 
Ÿ Customer management 
Ÿ Order tracking 
Ÿ Credit card processing 
Ÿ Tax / shipping calculations 
Ÿ Membership management
Ÿ File management (docs and media files) 
Ÿ Restricted access areas 
Ÿ Mailing systems 
Ÿ Integrated search?

Ÿ Advertisement and banner management
Ÿ Message boards and forums
Ÿ Online chats
Ÿ Blogs
Ÿ Polls and surveys
Ÿ Ratings and reviews
Ÿ Event calendars
Ÿ Back-end administration panels
Ÿ Visitor tracking and website statistics
Ÿ Feedback forms

Our detailed solution expertise includes:

Our development services include:

Ÿ Logo design 
Ÿ E-catalog / E-brochure design 
Ÿ Complete corporate branding
Ÿ Corporate newsletter and flyer design
Ÿ E-learning content design

Ÿ Flash presentation
Ÿ Interactive presentation
Ÿ Corporate presentation
Ÿ Product presentation
Ÿ Marketing presentation

Sapphirus offers a complete range of creative design and usability engineering services. Using scientifically 
proven usability methods, Sapphirus uses processes that focus on cognitive factors (such perception, 
memory and problem solving). Our  services include:

Ÿ User  interface  design
Ÿ Interactive  services
Ÿ Usability  analysis  and  consulting
Ÿ Information  architecture  consulting

Usability Engineering Services



We ensure the success of our employees and company by providing, 
professional, technical training. Our sphere of operations includes project 
outsourcing, and technical manpower Outsourcing.

Sapphirus professional Services are available worldwide, with specialists in the 
areas of Microsoft, Java, SAP, quality assurance and business analysis. Our 
Global Development Center offers our clients cost-effective choices and 
international support.

www.sapphirus.in

Staffing

Services

Sapphirus Advantages

Quick response time - Because we are 

constantly recruiting  people, we have a 

database of qualified candidates ready to go to 

work.

Carefully screened, qualified candidates - Our 

comprehensive recruiting, screening and 

testing process means you get qualified  

candidates  with the  skills  to fit perfectly  into  

their  positions.

Success in any IT outsourcing strategy depends 

on choosing the right partner that will best meet 

your IT skills, resources, and deliverable goals. 

Sapphirus is that partner, through its quality-

focused recruit ing and hir ing methods, 

Sapphirus provides the right people with the right 

skills whenever and wherever they are needed.  

Sapphirus has years of industry experience and a 

proven record of providing highly qualified IT 

professionals.

In today's rapidly changing business climate, the 

effcient and effective organization wins, and that 

means having people who fit your needs 

www.sapphirus.in



Our Staffing Services

Permanent Staffing:

We  specialize in Domestic and International recruitments. We offer suitable  staff augmentation 
to meet the needs of our clients. We focus on establishing a mutually beneficial relationship with 
our clients by addressing their requirements and maximizing their satisfaction.

Temporary Staffing:

We are committed to providing effective, efficient, fast, and dependable, technical resources, on 
Project Basis. Our technically skilled professionals  are ready for  relocation for  project 
assignments.

Outsourcing:

We assist professionals to join us and be associated with organizations with congenial work 
environment and competitive pay scales. We Specialize in manpower outsourcing  and project 
outsourcing.

www.sapphirus.in
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Industry Insights
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Industry Insight – Analytics in Healthcare

We are working with a healthcare startup. It is 
revolutionizing the way infant mortality is reduced by 
promoting SMS alerts for immunization. We are 
helping  with data collection and monetization, 
so that they develop an additional and 
sustainable revenue stream.

Industry Insight – Analytics in Retail

One of our partners is a international retail chain. We bring 
a lot of prescriptive and predictive analytics based on 
correlations between buyer demographics, behavior, 

consumption patterns, market basket analysis and 
other advanced techniques.  

Industry Insight - Analytics in Utilities

We are working with a utility provider who needs to monitor more than 
3000 units of equipment dispersed across a large geography. We 

are enabling the data collection and geolocation of each 
equipment, which further helps the monitoring and tracking of 

equipment performance and productivity. The entire 
interface is being developed as a mobile app which is 

easy to install and use.  

Industry Insight - Analytics in startups

We are working with a retail startup to develop 
omni -channel solutions along with E-POS. The 
entire suite has been integrated and 
architected together. We are in the 
process of delivering the various 
components and apps.



Corporate Office:

41 Jubilee Enclave, 

HI-TECH City, Hyderabad, TS 500081

Regional Office:

1704, B.N. 27, Haware Citi, Kasarvadavli, 

Thane West - 400615, Maharashtra.

Toll Free: 18002 70 72 74
 info@info@sapphirus.inSupport:
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Inspiring the next

Revolution!
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